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Directions: Read the passage and answer the following questions.

Multitasking
Into the kitchen downstairs I came, the kitchen table was strewn with papers when I came, and 
my brother Calvin, a teenager at the time, was rummaging through cabinets with his backpack 
gaping open. (1) He had fifteen minutes to catch the school bus, and We were; clearly, enacting, 
the Daily drama, called “Will calvin make it to the bus stop on time”? (2) I had an hour before I 
had to catch the city bus to my own community college class, so I had time to play watcher (3), 
sitting down on a stool at the kitchen island and pouring myself a bowl of cereal.

Around me, Calvin churned in a hurricane of activity, (4) his lunch half- packed, one shoe tied 
neatly, the other shoe jammed onto his foot with its laces trailing, and his papers half- crammed 
into his backpack. are you going to help or just sit there watching calvin asked as he shoved his 
now cold cup of instant oatmeal into the microwave including the metal spoon hed used to 
stir it (5) 

It seemed only kind to prevent Calvin from setting the microwave on fire, so I retrieved the cup 
before he could press the start button, extracted (6) the spoon, and returned the cup to the 
microwave. I looked at the mess and asked him if he couldn’t just do one thing at a time. (7) 

“I’ll never make it to school on time if I do that,” Calvin remonstrated (8), cramming a banana 
into his lunch box with an extremely hard shove. (9) 

He would clearly never make it to school on time if he didn’t, and I was feeling my own morning 
equillibriumm (10) disturbed by the spectacle of Calvin’s attempts to multitask. “I’ll pack your 
lunch,” I offered. “Pick up the papers on the table and put them in your backpack neatly so 
they’re not all crumpled into balls.” (11) 

Calvin began stacking the papers in his backpack, looking relieved to have someone seize control 
of the morning’s proceedings. “I made oatmeal earlier but, then everything fell out of my 
backpack; and while, I was picking that up, I remembered I needed lunch.” (12)

The microwave, as if in reply, chimed, and I fished the cup of steaming oatmeal out of it, and then 
handed it to Calvin. (13) “If you’re planning to sprint to the bus stop this morning, you might 
also want to tie your shoe,” I pointed out, and sat back down to eat my cereal in peace.
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 Which is the best choice for 
underlined sentence 1?

A NO CHANGE

B I came downstairs into the kitchen 
to find my teenage brother Calvin 
already rummaging through 
cabinets, his backpack gaping open 
and the kitchen table strewn with 
papers.

C My teenage brother Calvin, who 
had his backpack gaping open, and 
who left the kitchen table strewn 
with papers, by the time I came 
downstairs into the kitchen, he was 
already rummaging through 
cabinets.

D Already my teenage brother Calvin 
was rummaging through cabinets 
when I came downstairs into the 
kitchen with his backpack gaping 
open and also the kitchen table was 
strewn with papers.

2 WR925338250_2

 Which choice for underlined text 2 
contains correct use of punctuation 
and capitalization?

A NO CHANGE

B we were clearly enacting the daily 
drama called “Will Calvin make it 
to the bus stop on time?”

C we were, clearly, enacting the daily 
drama called “Will Calvin make it, 
to the bus stop on Time?”

D we were clearly Enacting: the daily 
drama, called “Will, Calvin, make it 
to the Bus Stop on time”?

3 WR925338427_4

 Which word best replaces 
underlined word 3?

A beholder

B eyewitness

C gawker

D spectator
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 Directions: Enter your answer in the space provided.

 Explain the function of underlined phrase 4 in the story.

5 WR925339340

 Directions: Enter your answer in the space provided.

 Rewrite underlined sentence 5 with correct punctuation and capitalization.

6 WR925340855_4,3

 Which words best replace 
underlined word 6? Select 
two correct answers.

A derived

B gleaned

C obtained

D removed

E separated

7 WR925341025_3

 Which choice for underlined 
sentence 7 best fits the tone and 
feeling of the story?

A NO CHANGE

B “Just do one thing at a time!” I 
shouted, seeing the ridiculous mess 
piled up around me.

C “Why don’t you try doing one 
thing at a time?” I suggested, 
surveying the chaotic scene around 
me.

D After assessing the extremely 
chaotic nature of the scene around 
me, I suggested, “Might you try 
only doing one thing at a time?”
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 Which words best replace 
underlined word 8? Select 
two correct answers.

A complained

B denied

C explained

D imagined

E protested

9 WR925341216_3

 Which is the best descriptive choice 
for underlined phrase 9?

A NO CHANGE

B and crowding the rest of his lunch

C so hard it turned into banana 
pudding

D hard enough to bruise the banana 
and make it soft

10 WR925341419_4

 Which choice for underlined 
word 10 is spelled correctly?

A NO CHANGE

B equalibriam

C equillibriem

D equilibrium

11 WR925341583_1

 Which is the best choice for 
underlined sentence 11?

A NO CHANGE

B “Pick up the papers neatly on the 
table and put them in your 
backpack so they’re not all 
crumpled into balls.”

C “Pick up the papers so they’re not 
all crumpled into balls on the table 
and put them in your backpack 
neatly.”

D “Pick up the papers on the table so 
they’re not all neatly crumpled into 
balls and put them in your 
backpack.”

12 WR925341733_3

 Which choice for underlined 
sentence 12 uses punctuation 
correctly?

A NO CHANGE

B “I made oatmeal earlier but then 
everything fell out of my backpack 
and while I was picking that up I 
remembered I needed lunch.”

C “I made oatmeal earlier, but then 
everything fell out of my backpack, 
and while I was picking that up, I 
remembered I needed lunch.”

D “I made oatmeal; earlier, but then, 
everything fell, out of my 
backpack, and while I was picking 
that up: I remembered I needed 
lunch.”
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 Which choices most clearly present 
the information in underlined 
sentence 13? Select two correct 
answers.

A NO CHANGE

B As if in reply, the microwave 
chimed, and I fished out the cup of 
steaming oatmeal and handed it to 
Calvin.

C The microwave chimed as if in 
reply, and I fished the cup of 
steaming oatmeal out and handed 
it to Calvin.

D As if in reply, I handed the cup of 
steaming oatmeal to Calvin after 
the microwave chimed and I fished 
it out.

E I reached in and fished out the cup 
of steaming oatmeal and handed it 
to Calvin after the microwave 
chimed as if in reply.
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